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Which Tail?/ Which Ears?

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 5 spreads 

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Turn wheel 
on each spread

One tail, two ears and so many choices! 

Delightfully silly fun for readers big 
and small. Turn the wheel to find 
each character's correct tail or ears. 
Featuring super-cute artwork from 
Elsa Martins.

Illustrated by:  Elsa Martins

Other titles:  
•  Which Nose?

•  Which Toes?
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This Little Owl Tracks . . .

Build early visual-tracking skills 

4 5

Created in consultation with early 
cognitive development specialist 
Dr Alison Bruce, these bold and 
colourful high-contrast board books 
feature unique sliders and wheels  
to encourage tracking of moving 
colours and shapes, helping form  
the foundation of eye movement. 
A valuable resource for parents.

Binding: Board book

Extent: 6 spreads

Size: 216 x 216 mm /  
8.5 x 8.5 inches

Ages: 0+ years

Features: Slider/turn wheel 
on cover and each spread

Illustrated by:  Teresa Bellon     Written by:  Meg Wang
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Who's Home?

Sliders and levers create playful 
peek-a-boo experiences as 
creatures appear from their 
homes. Introduces animal 
habitats through the engaging 

artwork of Elsa Martins.

Peek-a-boo, naturally! 
Illustrated by:  Elsa Martins

Junior Science Picture Dictionary
A Look-and-Learn Science Adventure Illustrated by:  Steve Wood

The bold and colourful artwork of Steve Wood, full of authentic 
detail, provides young readers with a fascinating introduction to 
core science topics.

Binding:  Hardcover 
board book

Extent: 28 pages 
self-ended

Size: 216 x 216 mm 
/ 8.5 x 8.5 inches

Ages: 3+ years

Features: Spot UV 
on cover

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 5 spreads

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Sliders and levers  
on each poge
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Toddler Tails

Essential emotional 
development for 
preschoolers. Squirrel, 
Kangaroo, Hamster 
and Llama are on a 
mission to show that 
what you do matters 
every bit as much as 
what you feel.

Big lessons for little ones Illustrated by:  Michael Buxton
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Self-Care Board Books
Understanding feelings Illustrated by:  Ailie Busby

At an age when emotional vocabulary is limited, 
these books promote a connection to emotions 
and senses with pictorial clues. Animals, weather, 
colours, and shapes help little ones identify their 
feelings in these light-hearted yet powerful titles.

Binding:  Board book

Extent: 5 spreads 

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 3+ years

Features: Gatefold 
flap on each right-
hand page

Binding: Hardcover 
board book

Extent: 8 spreads

Size: 190 x 190mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Spot UV  
on cover
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Not-So-Bad Guys

Binding: Hardcover  
or softcover

Extent: 28 pages (self-ended)

Size: 190 x 270 mm /   
10.6 x  7.5 inches (landscape)

Ages: 4+ years

Best-loved monster characters show us their 
very human side in these laugh-out-loud tales 
from the imagination of Michael Buxton.

Graphic novels for a younger age group with 
thick card pages embracing important themes 
of mutual respect and reconciliation.

A little understanding makes a big difference Illustrated by:  Michael Buxton

Derek the vampire is having 
some difficulties with his 
neighbours. What can he  
do to make things better?

Simon the yeti's beautiful  
snowy world is being spoiled 
by some very thoughtless humans.  
How can he respond?
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Blurp!
Illustrated by:  Nancy Leschnikoff

Written by:  Laura Baker
Binding: Hardcover  
or softcover

Extent: 32 pages + ends

Size: 270 x 250 mm /  
9.8 x 10.6 inches 

Ages: 3+ years

A picture book with personality! 

An enthralling picture book to 
truly draw you in. A celebration 
of silly noises to say out loud 
with turn-the-page surprises.  
A hilarious, wonderful interactive  
sharing experience with Otto 
the  Bear as your guide!
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Pull-out sliders reveal vehicles in all their glory.  
How far can a limousine stretch? How high can 
a crane reach? With counting elements and an 
introduction to other early-learning concepts.

GO, GO, GO!
Vehicle-mad books for vehicle-mad kids! 

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 5 spreads 

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Double-
sided slider on  
each spread

Illustrated by:  David Semple

Eco Heroes changing picture

Binding: Hardcover

Extent: 8 spreads 

Size: 184 x 184 mm / 
7.25 x 7.25 inches

Ages: 4+ years

Features: Changing 
pictures throughout

Planet Earth needs your help! No matter how small you are, 
you can make a difference. 

A changing picture on the turn of each page reveals the 
wonderful things that can be achieved with a little bit of care.

Small actions really matter Illustrated by:  Ana Larranaga

Other 
titles:  

•  Out and 
About

•  Together
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I Can Choose

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 7 spreads

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 2+ years

Features: Diecut  
finger trails

Following carefully designed  
inset finger trails that mimic 
early pre-writing shapes,  
each spread features a range 
of choices from familiar real-
life situations. These vibrant 
board books encourage early 
decision-making while refining 
key motor skills.

Decision-making for toddlers Illustrated by:  Brian Fitzgerald

Peek and Seek

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 8 spreads

Size: 216 x 216 mm /  
8.5 x 8.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Large integrated 
flap on each spread

Lift the flap to discover first words Illustrated by:  Elsa Martins

A new and creative way to 
learn first words by lifting 
the flaps and discovering 
what lies behind doors, or 
inside cupboards, boxes and 
baskets. Includes fun ways 
to practise colour and shape 
identification.

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 7 spreads

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches 

Ages: 0-3 years

Features: Foiled shapes

I Love Learning

With foiled shapes, 
these bright and bold 
board books combine 
the early learning 

concepts of first 
words, numbers, 

colors and 
shapes.

A Head Start for Preschoolers

Flip and swap the panels to mash up your 
monsters! Create your own unique characters 
with their very own hilarious descriptions.

Thrilling mix-and-match magic Illustrated by:   Christine Sheldon

Monster Mash

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 6 spreads

Size: 220 x 160 mm / 
6.3 x 8.7 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Pages split 
into 3 sections
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Lovey-Dovey

Super-sweet lift-the-flap board books that combine the 
cutest animals ever with positive messages of friendship 
and affection.

First-Time Feelings

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 5 spreads 

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Gatefold 
flap on each right-
hand page

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 8 spreads

Size: 216 x 216 mm / 
8.5 x 8.5 inches 

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Spot UV 
varnish highlights 
character throughout

Stylish board books featuring a totally timid feline; a chameleon trying hard to fit in; 
a very cranky tortoise; and a sloth with a unique way of doing things. Hilarious best-
selling tales for preschoolers based around “first-time feelings”.

Illustrated by:  Michael Buxton
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Discover the joys of going  
high, low, fast and slow.  
Stylish board books with 
tabs that introduce the 
concept of opposites. 
Includes spot-and-
see exercises.

Trace the 
outlines to 
learn your 

letters and 
numbers with 

these bright and 
colourful best-
selling board books.

Binding: Board Book 

Extent: 6 spreads

Size: 184 x 203 mm /  
8 x 7.25 inches

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Tabs

Things that Go

Follow the excitement, 
counting down to 
Christmas with 
this delightful 
seasonal 
board 
book.

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 7 spreads

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches 

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Die-cut trails, 
letters and numbers

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 7 spreads

Size: 190 x 190 mm / 
7.5 x 7.5 inches 

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Die-cut trails, 
letters and numbers

Follow Along

Engaging board books featuring flaps, spot-and-see, 
colour identification, first words and early counting – 
all-in-one.

Lift Find Look Learn

20 21

Binding: Board Book

Extent: 7 spreads

Size: 216 x 216 mm / 
8.5 x 8.5 inches 

Ages: 1+ years

Features: Integrated flaps 
on each spread

Countdown to Christmas
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Binding: Hardcover

Extent: 64 pages

Size: 300 x 240 mm / 
9.4 x 11.8 inches

Ages: 4+ years

Features: Spot UV on cover

A Carnival of Animals
Melanie Mikecz and James Carter

A unique celebration of language 
and the natural world, through 
the art of Melanie Mikecz and 
the rhythmic language of James 
Carter, exploring the extraordinary 
names that we give to groups 
of animals, from a parliament 
of owls to a shiver of sharks and 
a glaring of cats! Interspersed 
with fascinating factual spreads 
revealing more about these 
extraordinary assemblies.

Binding: Hardcover  
or softcover

Extent: 32 pages + 
ends

Size: 270 x 250 mm /  
9.8 x 10.6 inches 

Ages: 4+ years

Be More . . .

Imaginative stories from the natural world encouraging children 
to consider how important qualities demonstrated in the animal 
kingdom can offer inspiration for our own day-to-day experiences.

Illustrated by:  Rachael and Phillippa Corcutt    Written by:  Claire Phillip
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The Book of Gold The Book of Silver

People have sought after gold and silver 
for many thousands of years. And 
in that time, these precious 
metals have become part 
of our history, culture, 
science, technology, 
engineering, art, 
mathematics, 
myths and 
legends.

Binding: Hardcover  
or softcover

Extent: 48pp

Size: 305 x 229 mm / 
9 x 12 inches

Ages: 8-80 years

Features: Foiled and 
 embossed cover.     
  Photographs.  
   Illustrations. 
   infographics

Filled with stunning 
photographs, engaging 
diagrams and beautiful 
art, discover a fascinating 
new way to appreciate  
the enduring wonders of 
our planet and beyond.

Supports STEAM 
education.
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LEVEL 1:   Cats and Dogs  •  Bus Ride  •  Ducks and Hens  •  Top of the Hill

LEVEL 2:  Fix the House  •  Camp Trip  •  Moon Rocket  •  River Boat

LEVEL 3:   In the North  •  A Day in the Park  •  The Farm  •  The Doctor
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FACTastic Phonics

A unique range of 
engaging first readers, 
arranged in seamless 
progressive levels, 
constructed on the 
principles of synthetic 

phonics. A pioneering reading series 
offering exclusively non-fiction subjects. 
An ideal tool for English-language teaching.

Binding: Hardcover or softcover

Category: Literacy

Extent: 24pp

Size: 228 x 152 mm / 6 x 9 inches

Ages: 5+ years

Features: Guidance section. 
Comprehension. Infographics

My Top Ten Sticker Books

Binding: Softcover

Extent: 24pp

Size: 280 x 210 mm / 
8.25 x 11 inches

Ages: 5+ years

Features: 200 stickers

Place the stickers, 
learn the facts and 
then decide how to 
order your very own 
top ten.
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